What we see
Cryptocurrencies are failing to fulfill their main purpose, which is acting as a
currency. Except for speculative trading, there is no impactful commercial use
of cryptocurrency. There are some marketplaces that offer some usage, but
they are fragmented and don’t provide a holistic solution, which resulted in
the use of different cryptocurrencies & crypto tokens for different activities.
What we propose
One single Crypto Token operating on a single platform that connects all
the commercial activities to increase the token’s usage commonality and
create a unified crypto commerce

One platform, two robust functions
Crypto Commerce
Global & local business
Share & sell assets
Tokenize used products
Post jobs/projects to hire
employees

Operate virtual offices
Promote your products/services
through targetted ads
Open your own customized
online shop
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Shop-App
Perform Point of Sale (POS) payments
Send money to a friend

Payment Functions
Protected and confirmed
transactions by
multisignature payment

Setting the gas fee that is
inversely proportional to the
transaction time provides
flexible transaction fees

Automate your
payments to pay
salaries and bills with
recurring transaction

Why Choose NOBAR
Providing purchasing power
to the token holders
through the commercial
activities on the platforms

B2C, B2B, C2C, C2B, Jobs,
Ads, POS - all under one
umbrella

Analyzed by regulation
experts to make NOBAR
project highly regulation
compliant

Ease of calculation with the
two decimal NBR token

Real world application of
on the platform will make
way for sustainable steady
growth

User protection will be
assured by verifying each user
to prevent fraudulent
activities on the platforms

Loyalty Program offers
benefits on the platform for
frequent users
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NBR Token
Token Standard : ERC20
Token Symbol : NBR
Total Supply : 4 Billion
Soft Cap : 2M
Hard Cap: 20M
Private Pre Sale : From May 2018
Token Sale: From July 2018
Token Price: 0.01 USD
Bonus Stages: 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%

Zero Severity Issue with the
smart contract solidity code
and verified by etherscan

Token burning will occur if
there are any unused or unsold
tokens after the token sale

Token Distribution
10%
Public (Tokensale, Bonus,
Referral &Verification)

7.5%
15%

67.5%

Team Members
PR, Advisors & Partners
Bounty

